The *Fides—Sacramentum Matrimonii* Relationship in the Post-Synodal Era (2015—)
A New Concept of Response to Doctrinal Impulses

**Abstract:** In 2020 the International Theological Commission published an important document: *The Reciprocity Between Faith and Sacraments in the Sacramental Economy*. The document is a presentation of six years of expert work on exploring the relationship between faith and the sacraments. The original theological justification, offered here, of the specific role of faith in the validity and fruitfulness of each sacrament culminates, in some ways, in a focus on an ecclesiastically sensitive “area” (*Ecclesia domestica*) — which is already foreshadowed by the initial declarations under the “emphatic” subtitle: *Faith and the Sacraments: A Reciprocity in Crisis*. What is addressed here is a serious scholarly proposal for further reintegration of the doctrine of *de sacramento matrimonii*, with a nodal understanding of the issue of the sacramental dignity of marriage — a study strongly awaited since it is set in the context of the two memorable assemblies of the Synod of Bishops, of 2014 and 2015.

Adopting the hypothesis of justifiability of the title demarcation line (2015—), marking the “post-synodal era,” bestowed upon the author of this study — consequently — a need to comprehensively examine how the International Theological Commission implemented *in concreto* the synodal appeals of bishops in 2014 — the first appeal (from *Instrumentum laboris* of the Third Extraordinary General Assembly of the Synod of Bishops): “there is a need to deepen the question of the relationship between faith and the Sacrament of Matrimony”; and a later appeal (from *Relatio Synodi* of the Third Extraordinary General Assembly of the Synod of Bishops): “it is necessary to consider the possibility of giving importance to the faith of the nupturients in ascertaining the validity of the Sacrament of Marriage, all the while maintaining that the marriage of two baptized Christians is always a sacrament.” In the concluding remarks the author answers the question that preoccupies the canonist: Can it be assumed that the result of the Commission’s six-year long work is — important for the canonical doctrine and, above all,
helpful for the consistent jurisprudence — a clarification of the questio dubia: “baptized non-believers” and the sacrament of marriage?
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In 2020 the International Theological Commission — in its ninth quinquennium, unusually extended by a year due to the celebration of its 50th anniversary — published an important document: “The Reciprocity Between Faith and Sacraments in the Sacramental Economy.”1 Two circumstances reflect the importance of this event. The first one — of a general, formal, and legal nature. As we read in the Apostolic Letter *Tredecim anni*, with which John Paul II definitively approved the Commission’s statutes: “It is the duty of the International Theological Commission to study doctrinal problems of great importance, especially those which present new points of view, and in this way to offer its help to the Magisterium of the Church, particularly to the Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith to which it is attached.”2 The second, specific circumstance relates to the very subject of the Commission’s research. The aforementioned document is a presentation of six years of expert work on exploring the relationship between faith and the sacraments. The original theological justification offered here of the specific role of faith in the validity and fruitfulness of each sacrament culminates, in some ways, in a focus on an ecclesiastically sensitive “area” (*Ecclesia domestica*) — which is already foreshadowed by the initial declarations under the “emphatic” subtitle:

---


Faith and the Sacraments: A Reciprocity in Crisis. What is addressed here is a serious scholarly proposal for further reintegration of the doctrine of de sacramento matrimonii, with a nodal understanding of the issue of the sacramental dignity of marriage — a study strongly awaited since it is set in the context of the two memorable assemblies of the Synod of Bishops of 2014 and 2015. Hence nota bene the title demarcation line, marking the “post-synodal era.”

As the Commission’s secretary Thomas Bonino reports, a significant part of the text is devoted to a pressing theological problem that has substantial pastoral implications today. It concerns the question of the sacramentality of marriage of persons defined by the term “baptized non-believers.” In fact, the authors of the text — citing the introduction of the term into the discourse by the International Theological Commission in a previous 1977 document entitled Propositions on the Doctrine
of Christian Marriage\textsuperscript{11} — spell out this leading thread of research in the following way: “We go a step further (Chapter 4) to address the inter-relationship between faith and sacraments in the case of marriage. We dwell on a question that the reciprocity of faith and sacraments, by its very nature, could not leave aside: the elucidation of whether the marriage union between ‘baptized non-believers’ is to be considered a sacrament. This is a unique case, in which the articulation of the reciprocity between faith and sacraments in the [sacramental — A.P.] economy is truly put to the test.”\textsuperscript{12} Here the Commission refers to the criteria formulated in Chapter Two, “The Dialogical Character of the Sacramental Economy of Salvation,”\textsuperscript{13} which, according to the declaration of Professor Gabino Uríbarri Bilbao of the Comillas Pontifical University in Madrid, is “the true heart of the document.”\textsuperscript{14}

It is worth mentioning that the comments of the aforementioned expert (both in a commentary published by \textit{L’Osservatore Romano},\textsuperscript{15} as well as in an interview with the Vatican News portal\textsuperscript{16}) — by the very virtue of his chairmanship of the subcommittee appointed to direct the study and prepare the document — are of particular value. How significantly they can contribute to reliable/complete information on the process of the Commission’s theologians’ investigation into the final findings is evidenced by the following premises (indications):

\textit{Indication one}. The methodology of study common to the sacraments of Christian initiation and the sacrament of marriage is addressed by number 80 of the document. The key here is the “5 steps” scheme:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Indication one. The methodology of study common to the sacraments of Christian initiation and the sacrament of marriage is addressed by number 80 of the document. The key here is the “5 steps” scheme:
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{11} It is worth recalling the words of the Commission at the time: “The existence today of ‘baptized non-believers’ raises a new theological problem and a grave pastoral dilemma, especially when the lack of, or rather the rejection of, the Faith seems clear.” \textsc{International Theological Commission: Propositions on the Doctrine of Christian Marriage} (1977), n. 2, 3 https://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cfaith/cti_documents/rc_cti_1977_sacramento-matrimonio_en.html [accessed 30.01.2023].

\textsuperscript{12} \textsc{International Theological Commission: The Reciprocity Between Faith and Sacraments…}, n. 12.

\textsuperscript{13} Ibidem, nn. 15—79. What should be noted at this point — this title, but also the characteristic sentence of the chapter: “All the sacraments are \textit{communicative actions}” (n. 71) signal that the Commission’s theological inquiries are situated at the very center of the contemporary trend of communicative theology. See H. O. Meuffels: \textit{Kommunikative Sakramententheologie}. Freiburg—Basel—Wien 1995; B. J. Hilberath, M. Scherer: \textit{Kommunikative Theologie: Grundlagen — Erfahrungen — Klärungen}. Mainz 2012.

\textsuperscript{14} G. Uríbarri Bilbao: “Significato e piano del documento ‘Reciprocità tra fede e sacramenti nell’economia sacramentale’.” \textit{L’Osservatore Romano}, ed. quotidiana, Anno CLX, no. 51, 2—3/03/2020, p. 7.

\textsuperscript{15} Ibidem.

\textsuperscript{16} “Matrimonio in assenza di fede…” (Intervista con il teologo gesuita Gabino Uríbarri Bilbao).
(1) demonstration of the biblical foundation; (2) study of the relationship between a given sacrament and the appropriate faith for the celebration thereof; (3) unravelling today’s problems concerning the issue at hand; (4) selection of elements of tradition that shed light on the relationship between faith and sacrament; (5) presentation of a theological proposal for pastoral care about the faith necessary for the celebration of each sacrament. Importantly, the next two “steps” described in number 134 go some way toward clarifying the sensitive issue of the sacramentality of marriages between “baptized non-believers”: (1) reviewing the state of the question, (2) offering a theological proposal for a solution to the issue, in harmony with the current theology of marriage.

Indeed, it is difficult to overlook that the chairman of the subcommittee, Professor Uribarri, in the aforementioned commentary, directly links the research assumptions formulated in this way with the highlighting of yet another criterion: the adoption of the nodal role of the anthropological paradigm (!). The chairman argues methodically: (1) Marriage is a natural reality, that is, anthropological, and, moreover, in the union of the baptized, a sacramental reality. (2) The axiology of our culture is hostile to the Catholic understanding of natural marriage. (3) Under these circumstances, in view of the lack of faith in baptized non-believers, it is very difficult to assume the guaranteed intention of the party/parties to enter into natural marriage — with the project of realizing the matrimonial goods immanently inscribed in it: indissolubility, unity/fidelity and oblate love (amor benevolentiae) underlying the good of the spouses and the good of the offspring.17

However, in the document itself — as far as the said clarification of the research methodology is concerned — after a general signaling of the importance of the sacrament-anthropology relationship, in number 20, the reader must wait until number 17218 for the affirmation of the said principle (anthropological paradigm).

17 G. Uriábarri Bilbao: “Significato e piano del documento...,” p. 7
18 It is purposeful to quote in extenso the contents of this issue: “The fact that marriage is a creational reality implies that anthropology is an intrinsic part of its essence in a double sense, in which both are closely connected. On the one hand, the conception of what the human person is comes fully into play; the human person is someone who — as a relational being — fulfills his or her own being in self-giving. On the other hand, the essence of marriage is also touched by the understanding of sexual differentiation, male and female, as an element of the divine plan oriented towards procreation and towards the conjugal covenant, as a reflection of the divine covenant: a reflection of God with the people of Israel and of Christ with the Church. Both elements come fully into play in natural marriage. It is indissoluble, exclusive, and focused on the reciprocal good of the spouses, through interpersonal love, as well as on the offspring. Thus, the Church appears, sometimes alone and under attack, as the cultural bulwark that preserves
**Indication two.** This one, is just as important as the first and just as related to the Commission’s research methodology. The chairman of the subcommittee, in the author’s cited commentary, clearly declares: “What we defend is consistent with the concept of sacramentality and the dialogical nature of the sacramental economy [...]. Our proposal follows in the footsteps of the various interventions of Popes Francis, St. John Paul II and, above all, Benedict XVI; [Pope Benedict XVI — A.P.] offers his contribution to the debate of dogmatic, pastoral, canonical theology and pastoral discernment.” The specific priority accorded to the thought of Joseph Ratzinger/Benedict XVI is justified by Gabino Uríbarri by the fact that it was this successor of St. Peter who most clearly articulated in his magisterium the question of the influence of faith on anthropological concepts. “Following Benedict XVI — declares Spanish theologian this time in an interview with Vatican News — we start from the premise that faith determines anthropological concepts in every area of life, including marriage. We ask ourselves whether the consistent lack of faith, typical of those who can be called ‘baptized non-believers,’ affects their understanding of marriage — keeping in mind that in many places the socially shared understanding of marriage, including legally constituted marriage, is not based on indissolubility (being lifelong), fidelity (exclusivity and the well-being of spouses) and procreation (openness to offspring). We claim, therefore, that in the case of ‘baptized non-believers’ the intention to enter into a true natural marriage is not guaranteed. Without natural marriage, there is no reality that can be elevated to sacramental marriage: there is no sacramental marriage.”

This is how the context and meaning of the reference in the subtitle of this study to “doctrinal impulses” is revealed. After all, it remains a telling fact that the most frequently cited documents of the papal magisterium in the Commission’s study (if we do not count the *Catechism of the
Catholic Church

21 Catechism of the Catholic Church (editio typica: August 15, 1997).
22 Codex Iuris Canonici (Code of Canon Law, promulgated: January 25, 1983).
25 BENEDICT XVI: Apostolic Exhortation “Sacramentum caritatis” [22.02.2007].
29 “Matrimonio in assenza di fede...” (Intervista con il teologo gesuita Gabino Uríbarri Bilbao).
a *questio dubia* around the sacramentality of marriage of baptized non-believers.  

This step — and here one must applaud the ironclad methodology of the Commission’s work — is preceded by one objection. In number 133 it says: “we shall focus exclusively on the Latin understanding [of marriage — A.P.].” The justification follows: While there is a common core in the theology of marriage of East and West, there are notable differences between the Latin and Eastern traditions. Namely, while in Latin theology the prevailing understanding is that the spouses are the ministers of the sacrament, on the grounds of their free mutual consent, for the Eastern tradition the blessing of the bishop or priest belongs to the essence of the sacrament. Only the sacred minister has been given the faculty to invoke the Spirit (*epiclesis*) to actualize the sanctification inherent in the sacrament. Indeed, this understanding of the sacrament of marriage is embedded in a theology with its own characteristics and profile, a theology in which the sanctifying effects of the sacrament come to the foreground.

Taking the objection made at face value we can already concentrate on the precise development of the *questio dubia* in the Commission’s final remarks for this phase of research contained in number 167 — under the intriguing title: “Possible Theoretical Alternatives to Resolve the Issue.” Without going into detail here, one comment seems necessary. The conclusive nature of the alternative theories/concepts cited in the document by not mentioned by names canonists (Winfried Ayman, Sabine Demel, Andreas Schmidt) or theologians (José Granados) — recognized experts who announced or refreshed their theories at the beginning of the Com-

---


31 Ibidem, n. 133.

mission’s work — obviously gave rise to a detailed research query,\textsuperscript{33} to at least give credence to the thesis that it is only to the presented theory of the International Theological Commission, and not another, that the words of the title fit: “A New Concept of Response...” It is precisely such an attempt to look at the \textit{questio dubia} — without losing sight of the idea of harmonization \textit{vetera et nova} in the study of matrimony\textsuperscript{34} — that constitutes the working hypothesis of the present study.

The aforementioned 167th number is undoubtedly a testimony to the diligent, highly professional work of the theologians. This is evidenced by the Commission’s explicitly communicated endeavor for the completeness of the “options” presented here to define the relationship: the faith of the nupturients and the valid reception of the sacrament of marriage; importantly — with precise justification for their rejection (here: four inadequate optics — with more positions not noted in the document\textsuperscript{35}) or potential acceptance. As for the latter — the adequate ideological horizon outlined in Chapter 2 of the document guides the Commission to a draft of its own original position, which is fully developed later in the document.

At the beginning, however, it seems appropriate to briefly outline these “theoretical alternatives to resolve the issue” (according to the wording of the title formula), from which the Commission’s theologians have distanced themselves. Firstly, it is completely unjustified to force sacramental automatism, in the sense that the mere baptism of the nupturients, regardless of their faith, elevates the marriage contract \textit{eo ipso} to the supernatural reality of a sacrament. Secondly, it is incompatible with current Catholic doctrine \textit{de matrimonio} to accept the possibility of the separation between valid marriage contract and sacrament. While the identity between contract and sacrament has not been solemnly defined, it can be considered as theologically certain. Serious arguments would have to be

\textsuperscript{33} An extensive presentation of the results of this search exceeds the scope of this article, and certainly deserves a separate study.


\textsuperscript{35} \textsc{International Theological Commission: The Reciprocity Between Faith and Sacraments...}, n. 167. Yes, a certain dissatisfaction may be caused by the general nature of this presentation, namely a cursory overview of “optics” instead of a polemical recounting of specific ideological positions.
made in favour of the opposite position. Thirdly, the dialogical character of the sacramental economy shows that the faith of the Church precedes and accompanies personal faith, but can never supplant it completely. Thus, it is difficult to accept the view that the faith of the Church community would compensate for the complete absence of personal faith of the contracting parties. Fourthly, it is unconvincing, in the Commission’s view, to perceive the sacramentality of marriage through the prism of the salvific effect of baptism, or more precisely the efficacy associated with the “character” (character indelebilis) imprinted in baptism. Indeed, invoking only this “character” and the acquisition of habitus fidei confirms a sacramental communication on the part of God, but the dialogical response of a personal nature on the part of the graced subject is lacking.

What remains is the need to ask, therefore, how the International Theological Commission implemented in concreto the synodal appeals of bishops in 2014 — the first appeal (from Instrumentum laboris of the Third Extraordinary General Assembly of the Synod of Bishops): “there is a need to deepen the question [Italian la necessità di approfondire la questione] of the relationship between faith and the Sacrament of Matrimony”; and a later appeal (from Relatio Synodi of the Third Extraordinary General Assembly of the Synod of Bishops): “it is necessary to consider the possibility of giving importance to the faith of the nupturients [Italian la pos- sibilità di dare rilevanza al ruolo della fede dei nubendi] in ascertaining the validity of the Sacrament of Marriage, all the while maintaining that the marriage of two baptized Christians is always a sacrament.”

---

36 Ibidem, n. 167b.
37 Ibidem, n. 167c.
2. Standpoint developed by the International Theological Commission

The initial presentation of the Commission’s own standpoint on the issue at hand (faith and the sacrament of marriage) is connected in the document under review (2020) to the disclosure of the existence of a fifth “option” — against the background of the four previously mentioned “theoretical alternatives to resolve the issue.” The key to the new concept is the focus of analysis on the concept of “intention.” Already in the “programme” Chapter II, clarifications were made to give a solid doctrinal basis and be a prelude to establish a coherent concept for solving the questio dubia (the problem of baptized non-believers). One passage from this chapter is particularly worth quoting: “The intention stands at a crucial point. On the one hand, it completely preserves the efficacy ex opera operato, that is: the efficacy of sacramental actions is due wholly and exclusively to Christ and not to the faith of either the recipient or the minister of the sacrament. But it also leaves intact the dialogical character of the sacramental event, so that one does not fall into either magic or sacramental automatism. The intention expresses the indispensable minimum of voluntary personal participation in the gratuitous event of the sacramental transmission of saving grace.”

These clarifications seem to be sufficient to proceed to tracing the process of the Commission’s theologians putting together the substantive puzzle, with the clear intention (in accordance with the detailed research plan adopted) of obtaining the much-desired complete “picture”
of the issue under study. The following insight into the successive stages of the implementation of the said plan, will make it possible to determine whether the result of the research of the International Theological Commission can really be attributed to the term “new concept”:

1. In the first stage, an updated/modernized thesis on the overwhelming influence of the dominant culture on the understanding of marriage is developed (with the designed intention of not striking catastrophic tones after all). The clou of the Commission’s theologians’ standpoint is conveyed by the categorical statement: “The Church appears, sometimes alone and under attack, as the cultural bulwark that preserves the natural reality proper to marriage.” Consistently, the document no longer emphasizes (as it used to) cultural determinants in those parts of the world where there is a tradition of polygamous unions. Here, the legal-canonical judgment (unified in the judicial practice of the ecclesiastical courts) poses little difficulty: if the nupturient lacks “explicit faith” it is very difficult to assume that his intention to enter into marriage accommodates the exclusivity inherent in natural marriage; not to mention the serious threat to the realization of the principle of the equal dignity of man and woman, a principle — as the Commission reminds us — implied by bonum coniugum, one of the essential good of marriage. The document, on the other hand, emphasizes the problems associated with our cultural circle, in which the anthropological paradigm is being challenged (on various levels and in many ways), defined primarily by two principles: (1) the human person is a relational entity that is fully realized in the giving of self, (2) marriage as a natural covenant of persons is essentially defined by the sexual difference between a man and a woman and directed towards procreation. Well, in today’s rapidly secularizing (or heavily secularized) world, attitudes to life are spreading that are alien to the model of natural marriage. Here the Commission — without claiming complete-

44 Ibidem, n. 172.
46 Ibidem, n. 170.
47 “[…] the predominant tendency embraces as evident, for example, these widespread, deep-seated, and sometimes legislatively sanctioned convictions that are clearly contrary to the Catholic faith.” Ibidem, n. 172.
48 Ibidem.
49 Meanwhile, as Benedict XVI taught: “[…] a reaffirmation of the innate human capacity for marriage is itself the starting point for enabling couples to discover the natu-
ness of exposition — presents “the typology”\textsuperscript{50} of such attitudes with an appropriate phenomenological description. The list includes seven cases\textsuperscript{51}: (a) a focus on one’s own self-realization, (b) a “macho” mentality, (c) permeation by “gender ideology,” (d) a divorce mentality, (e) a hedonistic approach to one’s own body, (f) a dissociation between the conjugal act and procreation, (g) equating with marriage not only de facto unions, but also unions of persons of the same sex.\textsuperscript{52}

2. The next stage of formulating conclusions — now directly relevant in the legal-canonical sense — opens up the fundamental question signaled earlier: whether marriage between “baptized non-believers,” who mentally and personality-wise correspond to the attitudes of the mentioned typology, can be a sacrament of faith. More specifically, the question is about non-believers whose lifestyle is evidently defined by one or more factors of the mentioned typology. The response of the International Theological Commission is as follows: “The absence of faith may compromise the intention to celebrate a marriage.”\textsuperscript{53} Two perspectives, closely intertwined in Christian marriage,\textsuperscript{54} are meant to highlight, as the Commission’s further arguments indicate, the validity of this conclusion. The framework of the first perspective is delineated by the section’s title: “The Effect of the Absence of Faith on the Natural Goods of Marriage”\textsuperscript{55} — with the arguments included in numbers 174—179 of the document. As it was revealed the Commission dedicated special attention to the two
goods of marriage, inspired by the teachings contained in the Benedict XVI’s “Address to the Roman Rota” in 2013,\textsuperscript{56} \textit{bonum coniugum} and \textit{bonum sacramenti}. The arguments repeated after the Pope are well-known. At this point it is only worth recalling one characteristic statement closing, as it were, this part of the Commission’s concluding findings: “The lack of faith itself includes serious doubts about indissolubility in our cultural context.”\textsuperscript{57}

3. What remains is the final stage of the way of unraveling the problem, programmed in the International Theological Commission’s document: the lack of faith in “baptized non-believers” and the authenticity of the intention to marry. The initial thesis is built by the Commission on the foundation of the principle of \textit{eo ipso sacramentum}. The sacrament of marriage, more than any other sacrament expresses the close connection between the order of creation and redemption, created and supernatural realities; after all, the marriage covenant established by the Creator is elevated between the baptized to the dignity of a sacrament.\textsuperscript{58} Since this is the case, on the one hand, any questioning of the natural reality of marriage, which undermines and nullifies the Creator’s idea, obviously impinges on the supernatural/sacramental reality, blocking the grace of Christ. But also, on the other hand — if we reverse the “direction” — there is a similar relationship, of which the case of marriages between “baptized non-believers” is a suitable exemplification. A clear rejection of supernatural reality (sacramental dignity of marriage) that occurs in case of such nupturients, resulting either from a complete, in the biographical sense, lack of faith (as we read in the document — the situation of the baptized “who never personally assumed the faith”\textsuperscript{59}), or from the abandonment of the faith by, for example, a formal act — can potentially result in the failure to form \textit{in concreto} the “sign” of marriage on the natural plane, as intended by God the Creator.\textsuperscript{60} Referring to the Catho-

\begin{footnotes}
\item \textsuperscript{56} \textit{Benedictus XVI}: “Allocutio ad Romanae Rotae Tribunal” [26.01.2013]..., pp. 168—172.
\item \textsuperscript{57} \textit{International Theological Commission}: \textit{The Reciprocity Between Faith and Sacraments}..., n. 178.
\item \textsuperscript{58} CIC 1983, can. 1055: “The matrimonial covenant, by which a man and a woman establish between themselves a partnership of the whole of life and which is ordered by its nature to the good of the spouses and the procreation and education of offspring, has been raised by Christ the Lord to the dignity of a sacrament between the baptized (§1); For this reason, a valid matrimonial contract cannot exist between the baptized without it being by that fact a sacrament [\textit{eo ipso sacramentum}] (§ 2).” Cf. CCEO, can. 776 § 2.
\item \textsuperscript{59} \textit{International Theological Commission}: \textit{The Reciprocity Between Faith and Sacraments}..., n. 174.
\item \textsuperscript{60} Ibidem, n. 174.
\end{footnotes}
lic understanding of the sacrament, the Commission adds to the finding the following theological explanation: “For sacramental marriage to take place, a kind of love is required as an external visible reality that, by its particular qualities (goods of marriage: GS 48—50) and together with the help received by grace, can signify the love of God. In other words, a marital bond that does not include indissolubility, fidelity, the sacrificial disposition towards the other spouse, and openness to life would not be a sign that is capable of signifying Christ’s love for the Church. The Church understands that in this type of bond the truth of married love does not emerge.”

Here the Commission proceeds to formulate its final conclusions, among which attention is drawn by the strong “we affirm” (Italian affermiamo): “We affirm that, in the case of an absence of faith as explicit and clear as that of the described baptized non-believers, serious doubts about an intention that includes the goods of natural marriage, as understood by the Church, make it possible to maintain serious reservations about the existence of a sacramental marriage.” The “i”s are dotted and “t”s crossed, namely the expected reference by the Commission’s theologians to the 68th point in Familiaris consortio appears. They finally recalled that the sacramental practice of the Church makes it possible to refuse the sacrament of marriage under the conditions specified by Pope John Paul II.

The picture of the connection between faith and the sacrament of marriage that we get from the direct response of the theologians of the International Theological Commission to the questio dubia would be incomplete if we did not include the effects of their earlier reflection on two nodal issues. The first, concerns the understanding of an important statement by the same body in a 1977 document: “The intention of car-

61 “[Sacramentality: The Concept]. There pertains to sacramental logic the inseparable correlation between a signifying reality that has a visible external dimension, e.g. the integral humanity of Christ, and another meaning that has a supernatural, invisible, sanctifying character, e.g. the divinity of Christ. When we speak of sacramentality we are referring to this inseparable relationship, in such a way that the sacramental symbol contains and communicates the symbolized reality. This presupposes that every sacramental reality in itself includes an inseparable relationship with Christ, the source of salvation — and with the Church — the depository and dispenser of Christ’s salvation.” Ibidem, n. 16.


63 Ibidem, n. 181.

64 For the unknown reason, the English edition of the document on the official Vatican website omits this passage (!). The final passus in question in the Italian original is as follows: “È, pertanto, in sintonia con la pratica sacramentale della Chiesa negare il sacramento del matrimonio a coloro che lo chiedono a queste condizioni, come già sosteneva Giovanni Paolo II (cf. §§ 153 e 169).” Ibidem. Cf. ibidem, nn. 153, 169.
rying out what Christ and the Church desire is the minimum condition required before consent is considered to be a ‘real human act’ on the sacramental plane.” The Commission notes that John Paul II had already in the 2001 and 2003 allocutions to the Roman Rota implicitly corrected emerging misinterpretations of this recognized and widely accepted theological opinion. Above all, the essence of the error was demonstrated by Benedict XVI in the 2013 allocution, as he directly quotes the content of this opinion: “The indissoluble pact between a man and a woman does not, for the purposes of the sacrament, require of those engaged to be married, their personal faith; what it does require, as a necessary minimal condition, is the intention to do what the Church does. [...] It is important not to confuse the problem of the intention with that of the personal faith of those contracting marriage.” It was this magisterial voice that the Commission used to make an unequivocal declaration: “The minimum requirement [Italian Il minimo indispensabile (sic! — A.P.)] for there to be a sacrament is the intention to enter into a true natural marriage.”

Should this declaration be regarded as an elaborate position on the questio dubia? An affirmative answer could even mean an unintentional (certainly) invalidation of part of the Commission’s earlier findings on the potential consequences of a complete lack of personal faith. Something else, however, emerges from further passages in the document. Emblematic here is its authors’ emphasis on the importance of the words of the

---

65 International Theological Commission: Propositions on the Doctrine of Christian Marriage..., n. 2,3; International Theological Commission: The Reciprocity Between Faith and Sacraments..., n. 149. The 1977 document goes on to say: “The problem of the intention and that of the personal faith of the contracting parties must not be confused, but they must not be totally separated either. In the last analysis the real intention is born from and feeds on living faith. Where there is no trace of faith (in the sense of ‘belief’ — being disposed to believe), and no desire for grace or salvation is found, then a real doubt arises as to whether there is the above-mentioned general and truly sacramental intention and whether the contracted marriage is validly contracted or not. As was noted, the personal faith of the contracting parties does not constitute the sacramentality of maternity, but the absence of personal faith compromises the validity of the sacrament.” International Theological Commission: Propositions on the Doctrine of Christian Marriage..., n. 2,3


68 International Theological Commission: The Reciprocity Between Faith and Sacraments..., n. 166g; cf. ibidem, n. 154.
The aforementioned corrective statement by Benedict XVI (quoted in full): “However, if it is important not to confuse the problem of the intention with that of the personal faith of those contracting marriage, it is nonetheless impossible to separate them completely.”69 Consistently following the papal enunciation, the Commission includes a kind of appendix to its earlier declaration (in the closing paragraph of the section “The Terms of the Question”70): “In the case of the sacrament of matrimony, faith and intention cannot be identified, but they also cannot be completely separated.”71

The second nodal issue concerns the principle of *eo ipso sacramentum*72 — we can boldly say: on the foundation of which the entire system of matrimonial law is built.73 Consistent with such an assessment, a full/unreserved affirmation of the said principle takes place in the 1977 document of the International Theological Commission: “The Church cannot in any way recognize that two baptized persons are living in a marital state equal to their dignity and their life as ‘new creatures in Christ’ if they are not united by the sacrament of matrimony.”74 In contrast, the 2020 document under review poses the issue somewhat differently — it is obvious: with some uncertainty about the validity of the *eo ipso sacramentum* principle in the future. As the chairman of the subcommittee, Professor Uríbarri, reveals — not without the influence of Pope Francis’ teachings in the exhortation *Amoris laetitia*, which noted the absence of this principle in the matrimonial law of the Eastern Catholic Churches.75 The words of the Commission’s document speak for themselves.

---

69 Benedictus XVI: “Allocutio ad Romanae Rotae Tribunal” [26.01.2013], p. 168, n. 1; INTERNATIONAL THEOLOGICAL COMMISSION: *The Reciprocity Between Faith and Sacraments…*, n. 158.

70 The recommendation of the Commission’s theologians is hard to overlook at this point: “We propose to delve deeper into this last point for the case of the baptized non-believers described above. This is an aspect that is congruent with the reciprocity between faith and sacraments that we have been defending.” THEOLOGICAL COMMISSION: *The Reciprocity Between Faith and Sacraments…*, n. 166h.

71 Ibidem.

72 CIC 1983, can. 1055 § 2; cf. CIC 1917, can. 1012 § 2.


74 INTERNATIONAL THEOLOGICAL COMMISSION: *Propositions on the Doctrine of Christian Marriage…*, n. 3.3 [Every Marriage between Baptized Persons Must Be Sacramental].

“The most established Catholic doctrine maintains the inseparability between contract and sacrament (cf. § 155). The definitive clarification of this aspect is still pending [emphasis mine — A.P.]. The separation between contract and sacrament would have a direct impact on the question we are discussing. Given the present state of Catholic doctrine, we follow the current prevailing view about the inseparability of contract and sacrament.”  

3. Conclusions

In the concluding, final part of this article, it is appropriate to return to the hypotheses raised earlier in the form of questions: (1) Has the International Theological Commission realized the cited desiderata of the 2014 Synod of Bishops? (2) Has the study of the title issue by a distinguished expert body resulted in a “new concept”; and if so, can it be assumed that the result of the Commission’s six-year work is — important for the canonical doctrine and, above all, helpful for the consistent jurisprudence — a clarification of the questio dubia: “baptized non-believers” and the sacrament of marriage?

The answer to the first question is not difficult — because it can only be affirmative. The deepening of the issue of the relationship between faith and the sacrament of marriage, as advocated by the synodal fathers, as well as the appreciation of the faith of the nupturients with regard to the validity of the sacrament of marriage within reasonable limits, that is, respecting the principle of eo ipso sacramentum, is best demonstrated by: (1) the very thesis contained in the title of the 2020 document (here the validity of the words of chairman Professor Uríbarri should be affirmed: “this document [will contribute — A.P.] to a deeper understanding of the sacramental nature of the Christian faith, based on the reciprocity of faith and sacraments”); (2) a solid theological discourse, focused on the issue of the impact of the lack of faith on the intention of the nupturients, which has been crowned with a clear message: the total lack of personal faith undermines the validity of sacramental marriage to the extent that it can jeopardize the minimal intention of natural marriage.

---

76 International Theological Commission: The Reciprocity Between Faith and Sacraments..., n. 166e.
The answer to the question of “new concept” is no longer so straightforward. Yes, the “novelty” is highlighted by the achievements of the Commission just presented, and arguments in favor of the legitimacy of talking about the “concept” is provided by a comprehensively laid out, compact and coherent theory explaining the issue marked by the title of the document. However, if we focus our attention on the result of the process of clarifying the questio dubia and ask directly: Does the novum of theological illumination of the problem, namely, the intention of the “baptized non-believer” and the validity of the sacrament of marriage, foreshadow the significant novum of in iure argumentation in the judgments of Church courts, which will examine the specific causa matrimonii in the subject matter? — what remains is skepticism.

There are at least two reasons that make it difficult (if not impossible) to accept the novum thesis. First, the International Theological Commission itself attests that the Tribunal of the Roman Rota has already issued rulings that coincide with the ideological line of the document, according to which a lack of faith can affect the intention to enter into a natural marriage. By way of example, the well-known sentence coram Stankiewicz of April 25, 1991 is pointed to. Unfortunately, this is the only sentence of the Roman Rota cited in the document, to which, in doing so, the date is erroneously assigned: April 19 (sic!), 1991. To make matters worse, the firmness of the — as it might seem: unconditional — affirmation of the exemplary character of the jurisprudence of the aforementioned apostolic tribunal strongly weakens the categorical tone of the opinion expressed by chairman Gabino Uríbarri. Namely, he claims that the official (implicitly: papal) authorization of the doctrine, developed by the Commission, will entail its transplantation into law and its implementation in the processes of de nullitate matrimonii.

---

80 INTERNATIONAL THEOLOGICAL COMMISSION: The Reciprocity Between Faith and Sacraments..., n. 156.
82 “La regolamentazione canonica della celebrazione e della validità del matrimonio si deduce dalla verità dogmatica dello stesso. Se la dottrina che proponiamo viene accettata, ai canonisti toccherà strutturarne la traduzione giuridica nei processi di nullità. Ciò nonostante, desidero sottolineare che il nostro documento ha inteso tener presente la saggezza che il diritto canonico raccoglie, quale scienza sacra. In questo contesto, voglio evidenziare che la giurisprudenza del Tribunale della Rota Romana ha già emesso sentenze nella linea del nostro documento. E cioè, considerando il fatto che la mancanza di fede può pregiudicare l’intenzione di celebrare un matrimonio naturale (per esempio: sentenza coram Stankiewicz, 19 aprile
Secondly, the quoted chairman of the subcommittee that prepared the document explicitly admits in a comment to it: “There are still unresolved issues that the ‘sacred teachings’ should clarify.” Among such — in the opinion of the chairman — is the clear discrepancy between the statement of number 16 of the Introduction (Praenotanda) to the Ordo celebrandi matrimonium: “the sacrament of matrimony presupposes and demands faith” and number 1601 of the CCC, which — citing can. 1055 § 2 of the Code of Canon Law 1983 — says nothing about faith, but only about baptism. Here it becomes clear where the skepticism expressed earlier comes from. Especially this last opinion of the chairman (not original indeed) — concluding: “the tension between the two statements requires a deeper understanding of the role of faith in the sacrament of marriage, not just the role of baptism” — could even lead to putting a question mark in the title of the study (“A New Concept of Response to Doctrinal Impulses?”).

* * *

Directing the attention of the recipients of the International Theological Commission’s document to “still […] unresolved issues” is very reminiscent of a 2014 statement by Benedict XVI. In the famous text “Zur Frage nach der Unauflöslichkeit der Ehe” (new edition; first version — 1972), the late pope states that the magisterium’s examination with
“great seriousness” of the title problem encounters a paradoxical situation: “Baptism makes a person a Christian, but without faith he remains a baptized pagan. Canon 1055 § 2 says that a valid matrimonial contract cannot exist between the baptized without it being by that fact a sacrament. How, then, to assess the situation when a baptized person and a non-believer does not know the sacrament at all? Perhaps he has the will to be inseparable, but does not see, the newness of the Christian faith. The tragedy of this situation becomes especially apparent when baptized pagans convert to the faith and begin a completely new life. This raises questions to which we do not yet have answers and makes the search for them all the more urgent.”  
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Relation fides—sacramentum matrimonii à l’ère post-synodale (2015—)

Un nouveau concept de réponse aux impulsions doctrinales

Résumé

En 2020, la Commission théologique internationale a publié un document important : La reciprocità tra fede e sacramenti nell’economia sacramentale. Ce document est la présentation de six années de travail d’experts sur l’exploration de la relation entre la foi et les sacrements. La justification théologique originale du rôle particulier de la foi dans la validité et la fécondité de chaque sacrement culmine, pour ainsi dire, dans la focalisation sur un « domaine » ecclésialement sensible (Ecclesia domestica) — ce qui est déjà annoncé par les déclarations introductives sous le sous-titre « criant » : Fede e sacramenti : una reciprocità in crisi. Il s’agit d’une proposition scientifique sérieuse pour la réintégration de la doctrine de sacramento matrimonii, avec un traitement complexe de la question de la dignité sacramentelle du mariage — une étude très attendue parce qu’elle s’inscrit dans le contexte des deux assemblées mémorables du Synode des évêques de 2014 et de 2015.

fonction de la validité du sacrement du mariage, le rôle de la foi des deux personnes qui avaient demandé le mariage, en tenant compte du fait qu’entre baptisés tous les mariages valides sont sacrament ».

Dans sa conclusion, l’auteur répond à la question qui préoccupe le canoniste : peut-on supposer que le résultat des six années de travail de la Commission est — important pour la canonicité et, surtout, utile pour une jurisprudence uniforme — une clarification de la questio dubia : les « baptisés non-croyants » vis-à-vis du sacrement de mariage ?

**Mots-clés :** Synode des évêques, Commission théologique internationale, pape Benoît XVI, rapport entre foi et sacrements, sacrement du mariage, sacramentalité du mariage des « baptisés non-croyants », jurisprudence

**Andrzej Pastwa**

Il rapporto *fides-sacramentum matrimonii* nell’era post-sinodale (2015–)

Una nuova concezione di risposta agli impulsi dottrinali

**Sommario**

Nel 2020 la Commissione Teologica Internazionale ha pubblicato un importante documento: *La reciprocità tra fede e sacramenti nell’economia sacramentale*. Questo documento è una presentazione di sei anni di lavoro degli esperti sull’esplorazione del rapporto tra fede e sacramenti. L’originale giustificazione teologica qui offerta per il peculiare ruolo della fede nella validità e nella fecondità di ciascun sacramento culmina in un certo modo nel focalizzare l’attenzione su un “ambito” eclesiasticamente sensibile (*Ecclesia domestica*) — che è già annunciato dalle dichiarazioni introduttive, poste sotto il sottotitolo “urlante”: *Fede e sacramenti: una reciprocità in crisi*. Si tratta di una seria proposta scientifica per l’ulteriore reintegrazione della doctrina del de *sacramento matrimonii*, con un approccio chiave al tema della dignità sacramentale del matrimonio — uno studio molto atteso, perché inserito nel contesto di due memorabili riunioni del Sinodo dei Vescovi nel 2014 e nel 2015.

L’elaborazione dell’ipotesi sulla validità della cesura titolare (2015—), che segna l’“era post-sinodale”, ha dettato all’autore di questo studio — conseguentemente — un approfondimento di: come la Commissione Teologica Internazionale ha attuato *in concreto* gli appelli sinodali dei vescovi del 2014 — il primo appello (da *Instrumentum laboris* della *III Assemblea Generale Straordinaria* del Sinodo dei Vescovi): “si indica la necessità di approfondire la questione del rapporto tra fede e sacramento del matrimonio”; e il successivo appello (da *Relatio Synodi* della *III Assemblea Generale Straordinaria* del Sinodo dei Vescovi): “andrebbe considerata la possibilità di dare rilevanza al ruolo della fede dei nuibendi in ordine alla validità del sacramento del matrimonio, tenendo fermo che tra battezzati tutti i matrimoni validi sono sacramento”. Nelle considerazioni finali, l’autore risponde alla domanda che tormenta il canonista: si può presumere che il risultato del sessennio di lavoro della Commissione sia — importante per la canonistica e, soprattutto, utile per la giurisprudenza uniforme — una spiegazione della *questio dubia*: “battezzati non credenti” verso il sacramento del matrimonio?

**Parole chiave:** Sinodo dei Vescovi, Commissione Teologica Internazionale, Papa Benedetto XVI, rapporto tra fede e sacramenti, sacramento del matrimonio, sacramentalità dei matrimoni di “battezzati non credenti”, giurisprudenza